Modernizing court operations

Court systems around the world seek to digitize procedures and increase proceeding efficiency in a convenient, secure, and transparent manner.

**Deliver smart case management**
Antiquated case management systems limit the ability of courts to modernize workflows. Adopt a unified, hybrid, and compliant case management system to create connected, low-effort court experiences while reducing case backlogs and operational costs.

**Enable secure justice interoperability and continuity of operations**
Disparate systems across jurisdictions inhibit information sharing, decrease efficiency, and result in an incomplete picture of a litigant. Enhance communication across agencies and jurisdictions for a human-centric approach and a 360-degree view of the defendant.

**Deliver smart and secure hybrid hearings**
Hybrid hearings are the new norm. Today’s courts operate with all, some, or no participants in the courtroom. Leverage comprehensive virtual court solutions that increase efficiency, while improving attendance for all hearings.

**Optimize court analytics and process automation**
Manual processes and limited analytics lead to systemic inefficiencies. Improve court operations, grow capacity, and drive savings through enhanced productivity tools that benefit court employees and the public through machine learning and analytics.

3 different case management systems centralized into a single platform to improve efficiency and data-driven decision making.1

76% of judges and court professionals feel that virtual court opportunities increase access to justice for litigants.2

30k average hearings per month by Los Angeles Superior Court using Unicorn Digital Courtroom.3

1M+ physical court files digitized and 600,000+ visits to a public-facing legal search engine built with artificial intelligence and Azure cognitive services.4

Transform your court operations today for a personalized, secure approach to the delivery of justice. Learn more.